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Abstract 
 

This paper introduces a new approach for producing and reproducing three-dimensional sound 
events using a fully discretized, fully integrated macro-micro sound volume for reproducing any 3D 
acoustical matrix from the inside-out, and then outside-in, as sound naturally propagates and 
reverberates.  With this approach comes a more complete definition of what process objectives for 
sound reproduction should be and how these objectives can be generalized and optimized for real 
world situations, delivering optimum results for a given cost.  A combination of model based 
functions and data based functions are presented for optimizing the volumetric rendering of a 
macro-micro volume.  Contextual issues are also addressed including a proposition for reconciling 
real and virtual sound scenes according to objective criteria. 

 

Introduction 
 

Despite the sound industry’s impressive history filled with innovative milestones and 
technological breakthroughs, there have been few scientific propositions defining the ultimate goals for 
sound reproduction.  Many in the industry would agree that the Sonic Holy Grail has never been fully 
defined.  Sure there is the proverbial citation “faithful to an original event”, however this statement can be 
quite ambiguous.  Does it mean faithful to tonal qualities, faithful to spatial qualities, faithful to source 
discreteness, faithful to all or some combination of these parameters?  What exactly are we trying to be 
faithful to and to what degree?  This paper proposes a scientific answer to such questions and introduces a 
standardized approach for defining and reproducing complex sound events within the context of a macro-
micro volume. 

The process of sound reproduction begins and ends with sound articulation, first as an original 
event articulation, last as a reproduced event articulation.  Mastering sound production and sound 
reproduction is therefore dependent on first mastering articulation at both ends of the process spectrum.  
This paper introduces a new sound articulation ontology, the Macro-Micro Volume (MMV), a modeling 
and synthesis protocol that enables a host of novel technologies and provides solutions to these compelling 
issues: 

 
1. How can sound articulation be fully optimized including mastery over space and 

direction parameters?  [engineering objective]

2. How can real and virtual sound scenes be objectively reconciled within a 
defined acoustical volume?  [contextual objective]

The MMV ontology presented in this paper approaches sound reproduction as a volumetric matrix 
to be captured, transferred, and reproduced as a spatial spectra of discretely reproduced sound events with 
controllable macro-micro relationships.  The MMV theory presents a case for object oriented discretization 
of a sound volume starting from focal regions inside a volume working outward to the perimeter while 
simultaneously applying an inverse template for discretizing the perimeter area of a volume inward toward 
a focal region.  This compound approach allows for space and direction parameters to be mastered at any 
point within a playback volume’s spatial matrix.  Other important merits of the MMV ontology are also 
presented. 
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Background 
 
Space and Direction

Dr. Floyd Toole of Harman International in his paper “Direction and Space: The Final Frontiers” 
[36] states, 

 
“stereo truly is a ‘spatially-deprived medium’”. 

 
In addition to Dr. Toole’s assertion, Mark Davis, a renowned inventor and innovator for Dolby 
Laboratories stated in 2003 [10],  

 
“completely accurate spatial reproduction remains elusive, and is perhaps 

 the largest single imperfection in modern audio technology”. 
 
There are valid reasons why space and direction parameters remain unoptimized within today’s 

state-of-the-art technologies.  It can be said that current paradigms are deficient in terms of “interior field 
articulation”, unable to create discrete point source wavefronts within the interior of a given sound volume.  
With these paradigms “source definition” during playback is usually reliant on perceptual coding and 
virtual imaging.  Virtual sound scenes in general do not establish well-defined interior fields with 
convincing presence and robustness for sources interior to a playback volume.  This is partially due to the 
fact that sound is typically reproduced as a composite1 event reproduced via perimeter systems from 
outside-in.  Contrast this to an integrated volume event reproduced from the inside-out and then outside-in 
as sound naturally propagates and reverberates.  Even advanced technologies like wavefield synthesis are 
deficient at establishing interior point sources that are robust during intensification [see Appendix]. 

There are other reasons why the spatial aspects for sound reproduction have not been fully 
optimized, one being that sound reproduction technology has long been defined more by what we want 
people to hear (binaural based) rather than duplicating the precise emission analogs of object sources to 
begin with (reproduced as a three-dimensional volume according to an original event’s properties including 
appropriate macro-micro relationships). 

Technological limitations (e.g. # of channels, bandwidth, etc.) as well as economic concerns (e.g. 
# of components, simplicity of operation, etc.) play a large role in how today’s paradigms have evolved 
into their current state.  Only recently has it been conceivable to transfer a plurality of discrete sources via 
multichannel platforms and higher bandwidth codecs.  Even with the advent of high resolution audio and 
new storage and delivery technologies, the sound industry continues to pursue sound reproduction mostly 
within the boundaries of old paradigmatic models, neglecting the need to master control over a volume’s 
interior field articulation capabilities, a prerequisite for mastering space and direction parameters within a 
dynamic macro-micro sound event. 

Until a new paradigm is adopted taking into account interior field discretization and the new level 
of customization it enables, it is not likely that space and direction parameters will be mastered any time 
soon.  This paper proposes a compound reproduction paradigm merging interior field reproduction 
paradigms and perimeter field reproduction paradigms into a cohesive macro engine.  This type of 
discretized “inside-out approach” (in addition to traditional “outside-in” approaches) can be viewed as a 
completion of the industry’s quest to reproduce sound events in a more precise, calibrated, controllable 
manner.  It also provides a basis for reconciling real and virtual sound scenes according to objective 
criteria, addressed later in this paper. 
 
Process Control Perspective

In order for a process to be fully optimized it is helpful if not mandatory for process objectives to 
be fully defined.  This paper will show that current state-of-the-art reproduction paradigms are bound by 
partially defined process objectives and as such their processes for reproducing sound remain unoptimized.  
Until such processes are fully defined and optimized, the innovation curve for sound quality is not likely to 
improve from is rapidly approaching exponential state (plotting cost against sonic improvement), see 

 
1 Source signals are “mixed” before a final transduction process takes place in a recording and reproduction chain. 
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Fig. 1.  This paper introduces a new paradigm for defining process objectives along with a blueprint for 
achieving such objectives via distributed control of a fully discretized macro-micro acoustical volume. 
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Sound reproduction (SR) in general can be classified as a process, comprised of sub-processes:  

capture sound---transfer sound---render sound, each with sub-processes of their own (for instance 
“capture sound” can include the routines “recording”, “authoring”, and “encoding”).  Furthermore there are 
transduction processes throughout a recording and reproduction chain applicable when transforming 
various energy forms, for example from physical-acoustical form to electrical form then back again to 
physical-acoustical form.  In addition to this there are mathematical data conversion processes (e.g. analog 
to digital, digital to analog, etc.) for converting data from one domain to another including various types of 
codecs for encoding and decoding data. 
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The sound reproduction industry has long pursued mastery over transduction processes (e.g. 

microphones, loudspeakers, etc.) as well as data conversion processes (e.g. encoding/decoding), technology 
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reaching a point of perfection for the latter with only cost restraints and medium issues limiting commercial 
viability for some of the higher order codecs.  Transduction processes however are a different story.  
Virtually all audio components, whether it be microphones, amplifiers, loudspeakers, etc., imprint some 
type of component colorization onto the output signal for that device, which is then passed down the chain 
of processes each additional component potentially contributing its colorizations to an existing signature.  
Total transparency of a sound reproduction system has been elusive to say the least.  Quantum leap 
improvements in this area are not likely until a more distributed architecture with a higher level of 
distributed control is adopted, a proposition presented in this paper and its companion papers [24] [25]. 

By viewing sound reproduction as a series of processes, each process can be optimized and 
networked together with other optimized processes, providing a highly distributed architecture for high 
resolution articulation along with optimized control and diagnostics for an entire network.  This process 
control perspective helps to establish a template for optimizing every aspect of a sound reproduction 
equation, especially important in light of the new paradigmatic models presented. 

It is known that an ability to optimize any processes increases significantly when the number of 
control nodes within a process ontology increases.  Bob Metcalfe’s Law asserts this internodal concept as a 
magic of interconnections, “The value of a network rises in proportion to the power of all machines 
attached to it” [16].  This also applies to distributed process control in general, and sound production and 
reproduction in specific. 
 

Mastering Articulation 
 

Articulation can be defined for the purposes of this paper as the final transduction process in a 
recording and reproduction chain, a point in a sound production process when electromechanical energy is 
converted into physical sound waves.  Traditionally the final volume of a reproduced sound event is 
articulated as a composite event where each loudspeaker in a reproduction configuration transduces a 
portion of a “mixed” event together with other matrixed loudspeakers all contributing to a composite field 
reproduction of a pre-articulation “mix”. 

Contrast this approach with a methodology where loudspeakers are arranged to reproduce 
composite objects not composite volumes, at least not at first.  With MMV composite objects exist first as 
independent entities (micro domain), and secondly as part of an arrangement for reproducing composite 
volumes (macro domain), thus the term macro-micro.  This ontological difference is very significant 
because as detailed in Metcalf [24] [25], with this type of discretization and integration, virtually every 
phase of an articulation, transference, and control/diagnostic process can be advanced in terms of 
controlling and diagnosing optimum MMV outputs (captured or defined during a sound production 
process).  It also advances the science of volumetric intensification and resonance optimization, to be 
discussed later in this paper. 
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A key enabling technology for achieving these objectives is the concept of an acoustical macro-
micro volume, where any given sound volume (or space) can be defined by an integration of its object 
oriented subparts each retaining discrete space within a given volume starting from a focal point2 within a 

 
2 Focal point orientation can be used as a way to reconcile volumes of different sizes and in some cases shapes.  MMV is not limited to 
this method only, other methods for volume discretization can be used including the tetrahedral mesh structure used in [6] and 
partially illustrated in 3b and 3c.  A key aspect for MMV applications is formulating physical attributes for a volume and its contents, 
so A) a synthetic engine can be used to synthesize equivalent attributes, and B) the physical attributes of a reproduced event can be 
juxtaposed with the physical attributes of an original event, resulting in an objective means for MMV event differentiation.. 
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volume propagating outward in space to the edges of a volume (outgoing wavefronts).  Also part of the 
MMV calculus are a volume’s incoming wavefronts created by reflected sound, ambient sound, and farfield 
sources.  In addition to this a MMV event is defined by its macro-micro relationships, the relationships 
between layered micro entities, composite macro entities, and the dynamic relationships between all entities 
as a function of time. 

Unlike other state-of-the-art rendering paradigms (see Appendix for comparison) the MMV 
ontology uses these highly defined parameters and object oriented relationships as part of a discretized 
highly customized rendering process for creating discrete object oriented micro fields  integrated together 
in the spatial domain to reproduce precise MMV analogs (for captured MMV events or any prescribed 
modified MMV event).  This author believes that a key contextual issue, the Macro-Micro Volume, serves 
as a missing link for all state-of-the-art sound reproduction technologies and sound reproduction theories 
on the market today.  Whether duplicate MMV analogs are a desired end result or not, a case can be made 
that a capability to produce and reproduce MMV analogs leads to an ability to produce and reproduce any 
three-dimensional sound volume to prescribed specifications. 

Because of sound’s propagating nature, every sound event is a macro-micro event, with the 
exception of course of a single source within an anechoic environment.  This would be a rare case where a 
micro event has no macro attributes, no reverb, and no incoming waves, only outgoing waves.  Virtually all 
real world sound events have both a micro entity (the source production) and a macro entity (the space in 
which the original sound propagates and reverberates).  Sound events with multiple sources contain 
multiple micro entities but still only one macro entity (a combination of all source attributes and the 
attributes of the space or volume which they occur in, if applicable). 
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Two important aspects of the Macro-Micro Volume (MMV) theory are presented in this paper.  

One is the “MMV Ontology” which defines MMV in terms of physical and scientific principles in addition 
to establishing a hierarchical relationship among parts of a volume’s fully discretized space including 
sound producing objects occupying discrete space (whether real or virtual in nature) and sound effecting 
objects that impact in some way the attributes of originally produced sounds (impeding objects and room 
attributes are examples).  The other important aspect presented in this paper is “A Basis for Reconciling 
Real and Virtual Sound Scenes Within a Given Sound Volume”, a contextual issue resolved as a result of 
applied MMV ontology.  This paper will make a case that these and other issues within the sound 
reproduction universe must be fully resolved if the industry’s innovation curve is to be shifted from its 
current exponential state (plotting cost against sonic improvement, see Fig. 1). 
 
MMV Ontology

The MMV ontology establishes that a complex sound event within a volume is comprised of a 
plurality of independent sound events integrated together to achieve a specific macro-micro dynamic as 
defined by an original MMV event (captured or prescribed).  Furthermore both an original event and a 
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reproduced event can be discretized into nearfield and farfield perspectives3 allowing articulation processes 
to be customized and optimized to more precisely reflect the articulation properties of an original event’s 
corresponding nearfield (NF) and farfield (FF) dynamics including appropriate scaling issues.  This is done 
primarily so nearfield sources can be further discretized and customized for optimum nearfield wave 
production on an object oriented basis.  Farfield source reproductions often require much less 
customization since sound objects are usually mixed in the signal domain and rendered together as a 
composite event.  This method works well for farfield sources, ambient effects, and other plane wave 
sources.  It also works well for virtual sound synthesis where perceptual cues are used to render virtual 
sources in a virtual environment.  Optimally the merits of both nearfield physical synthesis and farfield 
virtual synthesis should be combined, to be covered in a later section.  Additional perspectives can be 
implemented as well, see Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5 
Perspective Discretization 

 
Industry has identified space and direction as the final frontier for sound innovation but they have 

viewed neither within the newly proposed context of MMV.  MMV introduces the discretization and 
customization of interior fields within a volume, to go along with the traditional perimeter field 
discretizations implemented by most sound reproduction paradigms.  Within MMV space and direction are 
key parameters to be mastered, partially because now with MMV they can be, and partially because within 
the MMV ontology space and direction parameters take on a multiplied role of importance, each micro 
entity now retaining discrete space and direction attributes of its own in addition to the combined attributes 
of a corresponding macro field. 

When interior fields are articulated discretely as proposed by MMV, space and direction attributes 
can be discretized and controlled to a much higher degree than composite field articulations which rely on 
perceptual cues for virtual synthesis of space and direction attributes.  By mastering MMV discretization 

 
3 A sound volume or space can be discretized into a plurality of perspectives not limited to just nearfield and farfield as proposed here.  
Theoretically there can be N number of perspectives.  The key is being able to define each perspective in terms of a common protocol.  
The NF/FF discretization is a simple but profound step.  Other perspective functions can include:  multilayered rendering, noise 
cancellation (anti-phase), resonant sound conditioning, special effects, etc.. 
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and synthesis protocol, space and direction parameters can be mastered in the process.  The MMV ontology 
enables this process.  Once it is in place, space and direction challenges becomes solvable, and optimization 
templates for applying generalizations become derivable [25]. 
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Micro Entity Discretization 

 
Each micro entity or object 

module can be discretized into surface 
or boundary elements so that a micro 
entity can be defined as an integration 
of smaller boundary elements (see 
Metcalf [24]).  The macro entity can be 
defined as an integration of the micro 
entities and the room, integrated over 
space (the volume) and time. 

 
Ideally each of the element 

modules and sector modules can be 
reconfigured in real time to produce 
varying directivity and tonal outputs.  
This process allows a single object 
module to represent as many sound 
objects as can be modeled and 
formatted, subject to Nyquist spatial 
criteria which can also be better 
managed using a reconfigurable nodal 
output device as proposed 

 
A key aspect for MMV is that it defines specific attributes  for both micro entities and macro 

entities in a discrete fashion, meaning each set of attributes can now be separately articulated and controlled 
within a volume, creating a more distributed transduction process for converting sound from electrical to 
physical energy.  Each of the micro entities can exist independent of one another in addition to being 
compiled together to form a macro entity where specific attributes for each micro entity may be altered to 
create a preferred set of macro attributes.  This is referred to as a sound event’s macro-micro relationships, 
each moment in time retaining a unique set of macro-micro algorithms. 

While other prior art [7] [42] offer discrete control over object attributes within a reproduced 
sound event, it must be noted that when articulating a final volume the prior art renders its events as 
composite events, not as a series of independent events integrated together in a given playback space as 
proposed by the MMV theory.  Advanced technologies like wave field synthesis (WFS) [4] [13] [23] [35] 
allow for individual objects to be transferred and controlled but not discretely articulated as a network of 
independent events.  Contrast this with the MMV approach which retains separate source signals and 
separate control over these signals throughout an articulation process.  Ideally with MMV each sound 
object is separately articulated into the spatial domain, resulting in a spatially mixed macro event. 

With MMV based discretization, it follows that each sound object can now be separately 
controlled and diagnosed resulting in a network of micro entities which can also be controlled and 
manipulated as a group to achieve specific macro objectives.  In theory a MMV network can be discretized 
to any defined level.  As a result, this type of macro-micro network lends itself well to distributed process 
control and the optimization of process objectives. 

The “volume” component of MMV is important as well.  It helps to define an original event’s 
spatial and ambient properties in a calibrated manner.  It serves as a denominator for harmonizing the 
spatial properties of an original event with corresponding spatial properties for a reproduced event, relying 
on scaling algorithms and other compensation algorithms for reconciliation.  Once an original MMV event 
model is established, an optimization template can be established for optimally reproducing an equivalent 
MMV event or any prescribed modified event. 

This type of highly discretized articulation within the boundaries of a defined acoustical volume 
provides a means for perfecting accuracy, scale, and amplification, among other things.  When you 
discretize a reproduced event volumetrically and build a sound field from the inside-out, a direct sound area 
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near a listener can be highly customized and controlled.  This results in reverb aspects being better 
controlled and conditioned as a “rebound” event rather than as a “push” event where direct and indirect 
sound waves are pushed across a volume together creating unoptimized interference conditions, see Fig. 7. 
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Implementing a highly discretized, highly customized rendering engine for nearfield articulation is 
a key part of the MMV ontology.  Bringing a nearfield engine closer4 to an audience adds presence and 
clarity to an overall articulation process.  Volumetric discretization of sound objects within a given sound 
event not only helps to establish a more stable physical sound stage it also allows for customization of 
direct sound articulation, object by object if necessary.  This can make a significant difference in overall 
resolution since sounds have unique articulation attributes in terms of wave attributes, scale, directivity, etc. 
the nuances of which get magnified when intensity is increased. 

 

This is a concept drawing illustrating the 
theoretical layering of multiple rendering engines 
and their corresponding volume perspectives.  
Practical applications would likely combine midfield 
and farfield articulators into one engine, resulting 
in a NF-FF compound rendering engine.
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Fig. 8 
Layered Perspectives 

 
This is not to say that farfield articulation should be taken lightly.  To the contrary, farfield 

articulation plays a vital role as well, albeit a different role.  A key novel component of the MMV approach 
is the compound rendering architecture for segregating nearfield and farfield articulation duties.  Optimally 
the two independent engines can work together to produce precise MMV analogs of MMV sound events, 
captured or specified.  Farfield architectures contribute to this compound approach by articulating farfield 
sources, ambient effects, and reflected sound in a manner optimum to a farfield perspective.  Other 
discretized perspectives can also be applied, for instance an exterior noise cancellation device could be 
used to counter some of the unwanted resonance created by an actual playback room.  By reducing or 
eliminating the effects of a playback room, “double ambience” can be reduced or eliminated leaving only 
the ambience  of an original event (or of a reproduced event if source material is recorded dry) as opposed 
to a combined resonating effect created when the ambience of an original event’s space is superimposed on 
the ambience of a reproduced event’s space (“double ambience”).  Optimally it is desirable to have as much 
control and diagnostics over this process as possible to reduce or eliminate unwanted effects as well as add 
or enhance desirable effects. 
 

4 Nearfield engine position can be optimized as part of an MMV optimization template which factors in all relevant parameters.  
Obviously a nearfield engine can be too close, therefore it is not meant to be construed here that the closer it is the better, only that it 
should be closer than many virtual synthesis systems allow. 
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Model Based + Data Based

Multichannel paradigms like stereo and surround sound can be said to be a combination of model 
based functions and data based functions.  Consider that a stereo CD produces the same data based material 
(content) when presented using a reproduction system operating as mono, stereo, or matrixed surround; 
whether presented in a car, home, or portable system.  The data supplied is the same for all of these 
circumstances, the CD medium does not reformat its data nor change its form.  The playback configuration 
is what changes in these circumstances.  This can be classified as part of a model based criteria since it does 
not relate to the data supply, only how the data is disseminated into the spatial domain.  What changes with 
the introduction of MMV is the nature of both model based functions and data based functions.  Unlike 
other reproduction paradigms that mix object code for MMVs down to two channels (or six for 5.1, 
however even with discrete 5.1 the object code is still mixed, it is the directional streams that are discrete, 
usually L, R, C, LS, RS, along with a discrete low-frequency effects channel) the MMV ontology allows 
for each object to retain discreteness throughout a transference process including the final transduction 
process, articulation. 

The MMV ontology does however allow for some or all sound objects to be mixed if so desired, 
for instance to create a derived ambient effect, fit a partial MMV system, or be used within a generalized 
commercial template where a limited number of channels might be available.  Therefore with MMV the 
data based functions can be enhanced allowing for both discrete object code (dry or wet) and mixed object 
code (matrixed according to a selectable perceptually based algorithm) to flow through an entire chain to 
the MMV compound rendering engine for final MMV articulation.  What is different about this over 
existing transfer technologies (e.g. codecs like MPEG-4) is with MMV the object code retains both tonal 
characteristics (data based) and spatial characteristics (model based) for discrete sound objects, each one 
capable of being articulated as an independent entity in addition to being part of a combined macro event.  
Data based functions for discrete entities can be altered allowing for broader macro objectives to be 
optimized, granted much of this process is dictated by model based functions, but it does cast a new light 
on the role of data based functions in this new context.  The data based functions can be predetermined or 
they can be controlled at the time of rendering.  The key is for source material to remain discrete on an 
object oriented basis throughout an entire transference process, only mixed if deemed necessary or 
desirable (e.g. as part of a compound rendering paradigm). 
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Model based functions are enhanced as well.  MMV introduces the use of volumetric 

parameterization for defining sound volumes (or spaces) in terms of defining size, shape, acoustical 
attributes and other applicable parameters.  Also included in the MMV ontology is an object oriented 
supermodular deconstruct-reconstruct protocol for defining model based criteria for all sound objects 
within a volume including individual attributes (micro entities) and combined attributes (macro entities).  
Doing this provides an objective means for defining every point within a volume as a function of both 
model based criteria (e.g. space, direction, etc.) and data based criteria (e.g. content structure), including the 
important interior fields that can now be discretely articulated and controlled as part of a MMV compound 
rendering approach. 
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Model Based Functions [volume and object parameterization] 

• Volume discretization (geometry attributes including volume parameters and macro-micro coordinates) 

• Object discretization (boundary attributes including directivity) 

• Movement algorithms for sound objects 

• Room attributes 
• Macro-micro relationships (delta series as a function of time) 
 - includes micro directivity, micro scale, amplitude weighting, etc. 
 - includes intraspace dynamics and macro directivity, macro scale, etc. 

• Delta functions (macro-micro relationships can change as a function of time, intensity, and other key 
parameters) 

• Diagnostic functions (diagnostic feedback, corrective action, etc. are dynamic and can also impact delta 
functions) 

Data Based Functions [content parameterization] 
• Discrete object data (tone, timbre, beat, other content attributes) 
 - content data is streamed for each discrete object (data can be dry or wet) 
 - mono is minimum requirement (and in many cases all that is required) 
• Matrixed object data (phase, tone, timbre, other content attributes) 
 - for virtual synthesis of object(s) 
 - mixed content data is streamed for each node of the matrix responsible for synthesizing virtual scenes 
 - stereo is minimum requirement (advanced virtual models like 5.1 surround, WFS, and ambisonics can 

also be used for VSS data based functions) 

Fig. 10 
 
The MMV ontology applies volumetric geometry to the problem of trying to objectively define 

volumetric space and direction parameters in terms of:  placement of sources, scale between sources, scale 
between room size and source size, dynamic attributes of a given volume or space, movement algorithms 
for sources, etc.  A good portion of this process is described in [24] [25], with some additional comments 
added here.  One way to standardize the volumetric modeling process is to apply a focal point approach 
where a point of orientation is defined to be a “focal point” or “focal region” for a given sound volume (see 
Fig. 11). 

 

directivity

directivity

z

x

y

focal point
of volume

Macro-Micro relationships indexed 
from a volume focal point Tetrahedryl Topology (taken from [6])

Fig. 11a Fig. 11b Fig. 11c

Volume Discretization  

Focal point coordinates for any volume can be computed from dimensional data for a given 
volume which can be measured or assigned.  Since every volume has a common reference pint, its focal 
point, everything else can be defined using a three dimensional coordinate system with volume focal points 
serving as a common origin.  Other methods for defining volumetric parameters can be used as well 
including a tetrahedral mesh method illustrated in Fig. 11b and Fig. 11c [6].  Today’s computers make 
volumetric computation a nonissue.  Once a volume’s macro-micro relationships are determined based on a 
common reference point (its focal point unless otherwise noted), scaling issues can be applied in an 
objective manner.  Data based aspects (e.g. content) can be captured (or defined) and routed separately for 
rendering via a MMV compound rendering engine. 
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Fig. 12 
 
For applications that occur in open space without full volumetric parameters (e.g. a concert in an 

outdoor space) the missing volumetric parameters can be assigned based on sound propagation laws or they 
can be reduced to minor roles since only ground reflections and intraspace dynamics among sources are 
factored into a volumetric equation in terms of reflected sound and other ambient features.  However even 
under these conditions a sound event’s focal point (used for scaling purposes among other things) can still 
be determined by using area dimension and height dimension for an anticipated event location. 

 

z
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y

focal point

stage

With no audience to the rear of the 
stage and no structural volume to 
resonate rear projected energy these 
spherical devices can be 
programmed to fire forward only, or 
according to any prescribed model.

Fig. 13 
 
By establishing an area based focal point with designated height dimensions even outdoor events 

and other sound events not occurring in a structured volume can be appropriately scaled and translated 
from MMV reference models. 

Ultimately a MMV sound event becomes a synergy between tonal and spatial attributes working 
together to produce a desired acoustical matrix within a given volume.  MMV is a volumetric articulation 
form, enabled and optimized via the MMV ontology presented in this paper.  The new MMV event is 
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literally a compilation of layered micro events broadcast throughout a volume in a calibrated fashion, a 
matrix of independent events networked together via a common control ontology occurring in a defined 
volume or space with macro attributes that can also be controlled and conditioned according to preferred 
MMV analogs. 

It must be noted that while some micro fields may be representative of virtual source synthesis 
others may be based on physical source synthesis.  A method for objectively reconciling real and virtual 
sound scenes within a single macro event is covered in the next section. 
 
Contextual Templates

Sound reproduction (SR) is full of dichotomies and continuums that must be reconciled with one 
another and with the broader goals for sound reproduction if an objective reference  standard is to emerge 
in terms of optimizing SR’s process objectives and its enabling technologies.  One example is the “real” 
versus “virtual” dichotomy in terms of sound scene synthesis.  “Real” can be defined as sound objects with 
physical presence in a given space, whether acoustic or electronically produced.  “Virtual” can be defined 
as sound objects with virtual presence relying on perceptional coding to seduce the mind into perceiving a 
source in a space not physically occupied.  Virtual synthesis can be performed using perceptual coding and 
matrixed signal processing.  It can also be achieved using physical modeling, for instance with technologies 
like wavefield synthesis which can provide a perception that objects are further away or closer than the 
actual physical presence of an array responsible for generating the virtual synthesis.  Any synthesis that 
relies on creating a “perception” that sound objects are in a place or space other than where their 
articulating devices actually are can be classified, for the purposes of this paper, as a virtual synthesis. 

 

PSS Template
Physical Sound Synthesis

VSS Template
Virtual Sound Synthesis

MMV Compound Template

The Real The Virtual

 

Fig. 14 
 
The VSS-PSS dichotomy breaks down similar to the nearfield-farfield (NF-FF) dichotomy.  VSS 

in general operates well with FF architectures and PSS in general operates well with NF architectures 
(although PSS can also integrate the use of FF architectures in conjunction with NF architectures).  So 
essentially the two rendering perspectives are layered within a volume’s space, one optimized for NF 
articulation, the other optimized for FF articulation, both optimized for macro applications, and both 
working together to optimize the processes of volumetric articulation and amplification, among other 
things.  Other perspectives can also exist as MMVs can theoretically be discretized to any defined level. 

Layering two articulation paradigms in this manner improves the overall prospects for rendering 
sound events more optimally but it also presents new challenges.  At what point in a matrix do we change 
the rendering philosophy from virtual to real, in terms of determining a point at which the nearfield 
becomes the farfield?  In order for rendering languages to be optimized in terms of dealing with these two 
dichotomies, a standardized template should be established defining NF discretization and FF discretization 
as a function of layering real and virtual sound scenes (other functions can be defined as well), resulting in 
a macro-micro rendering template for creating definable repeatable MMV analogs. 

How do we best qualify and quantify the essence of each perspective when modeling a given 
reproduction initiative?  Is the “real” augmenting the “virtual” or is the “virtual” augmenting the “real”?  It 
is important to understand that both can exist as independent entities as well as a cohesive unit.  We must 
attempt to define each using a common protocol.  It appears that since virtual aspects are representative of a 
larger space, even if its virtual, and “the real” (e.g. direct sound) originates from inside “the virtual”, “the 
real” should be augmenting “the virtual” although a case can be made for vice versa.  The two dichotomies 
are really more like a continuum than a segregated distinction anyway.  What is important is that each 
perspective architecture be optimized and actualized as part of a macro rendering engine for achieving 
optimum macro-micro analogs. 

It is not essential that NF engines be object oriented in nature, they can also be viewed and used 
simply as direct sound articulators, separate from farfield articulators.  By segregating articulation engines 
for direct and indirect sound, a sound space can be more optimally energized resulting in a more well 
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defined explosive sound event, perhaps at levels of amplitude never before achieved (in terms of distortion 
rates and subjective acceptability).  There is nothing novel about segregating nearfield and farfield 
properties via signal processing schemes but it is novel to do it according to MMV ontology where 
nearfield articulators are further discretized into discrete customized object articulators, then combined with 
composite farfield articulators to produce robust macro events.  With MMV a macro rendering engine is a 
new type of macro amplifier adding an additional emotional edge to this type of sound articulator and 
amplifier.  This sets up a potential for a major paradigm shift, likely to be driven by the production of 
elevated levels of musical enjoyment, (E), leading to a key objective for sound reproduction, (E) 
optimization.  [24] and [25] propose that (E) is directly related to the clarity of articulation as well as the 
undistorted power behind its amplification process.  By mastering articulation and amplification together it 
is likely that (E) levels will be significantly elevated resulting in a new curve dynamic plotting 
amplification levels against sonic enjoyment. 

MMV proposes a compound theory for reconciling and harmonizing real and virtual sound scenes.  
In its simplest form the MMV ontology consists of using PSS technologies for NF articulations while using 
VSS technologies for FF articulations, each optimized to work in conjunction with the other (additional 
functions for VSS-PSS discretization can exist).  Nearfield engines can be further discretized and 
customized as previously noted.  To help understand how this marriage might work the chart below reveals 
some of the pros and cons for VSS and PSS based technologies. 

 
Virtual Sound Staging 

Pros Cons 
- Fewer datastreams needed 
- Fewer loudspeakers needed 
- Can be effective with limited number of channels and 

bandwidth 
- Practical medium considerations 
- Especially practical for simulation of large space and large 

number of sources 
- Less expensive at low end 
- Excels at FF articulations (indirect sound, ambient effects, 

plane waves) 
- Excels at virtual sound staging 

- Relies on virtual imaging 
- Lacks robustness for interior fields especially when highly 

amplified 
- Relies on mixing sources in signal domain which typically 

can not be unmixed during playback (stereo and surround 
formats) 

- Amplification curves are common to all sound objects (stereo 
and surround formats) 

- Electronic crossovers only discretize frequency, not objects 
- Segregation of nearfield and farfield properties rely on signal 

processing and perceptual cues 
- Rendering appliances are designed for articulating universal 

sound objects and therefore can not be specialized or highly 
customized for specific objects 

- Very limited control and diagnostic capabilities for individual 
sound objects (stereo and surround) 

Physical Sound Staging 
Pros Cons 

- Each sound object can retain its own rendering engine and 
therefore can be highly customized 

- Each object can be properly spaced and physically placed 
- Each sound object can retain its own unique amplification 

curve which can be altered at any time independent of other 
sources 

- Interior fields are stable and robust even when highly 
amplified 

- Exact MMV analogs can be produced and reproduced 
- Offers object oriented control and diagnostics including object 

oriented EQ 
- Excels at NF articulations (direct sound, spherical waves, high 

resolution derivative waves) and amplification 

- Requires higher number of object oriented data streams 
- Requires higher number of loudspeakers 
- Requires more storage capacity 
- Requires utilization of interior space 
- Requires higher level of dynamic control 
- Requires INTEL/metadata for optimization purposes 

Unlike VSS, all PSS cons are tactical in nature.  They do 
not inhibit fundamental MMV goals. 

 

Generalization protocol can be applied, significantly 
reducing drawbacks 

 

Fig. 15 
 
Both virtual sources and phantom sources (distinctions between the two can vary), for the 

purposes of this paper, are VSS classified because in both cases sources are perceived to be somewhere 
other than where a source articulator is.  Source robustness (especially when significantly amplified) is 
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quantitatively and qualitatively different when comparing PSS and VSS sources, even VSS based on 
physical modeling (see Appendix).  There are additional contrasts between VSS and PSS sources including 
controllability over discrete micro attributes.  For instance with existing VSS paradigms it is difficult to 
control directivity, scale, and amplitude for individual objects without impacting an entire matrix of VSS 
based signals.  Even with advanced VSS technologies individual control over discrete micro attributes is 
limited.  Macro controllability is also impacted.  Intraspace dynamics among discrete sound objects and an 
ability to control such dynamics can play a big role in how discrete nearfield events interact with a listener 
and a room.  Only MMV and its mastery over PSS based articulations (or PSS-VSS hybrid) fully enables 
control over these important macro-micro parameters. 

 “Volume” is a key common denominator for harmonizing VSS and PSS protocols.  With MMV 
either state can be rendered via a dedicated rendering engine, or both can be rendered together via a 
compound rendering engine.  This opens a door for augmentation opportunities from both ends of the VSS-
PSS spectrum, VSS augmented with PSS, and/or PSS augmented with VSS.  Both have merits and there 
are many points in between, a type of VSS-PSS continuum.  A key factor is the context quotient introduced 
by the MMV Ontology, a means for establishing common denominators in terms of defining sound events 
by their integral volumetric output, matrixed throughout a sound space in the same manner as a reference 
model, captured event model, or any defined modified model. 

By introducing “volume” into the equation along with the prospect of controlling macro-micro 
relationships within a volume, it is now possible to model an original event (captured or produced) as a 
macro-micro event with specific macro-micro attributes.  The MMV ontology presented in this paper 
introduces a synthesis engine that can theoretically reproduce original MMV analogs or any defined 
modified analog, in the process providing control and diagnostics for MMV attributes at unprecedented 
levels. 

Generalizations can be derived from ideal state MMV analogs creating a basis for highly 
productive commercial rendering engines.  New hardware as well as new software can be backward and 
forward compatible according to a modular design function introduced in [21] [22].  The MMV ontology is 
intrinsically modular and therefore is conducive to a modular deconstruct-reconstruct protocol.  The sound 
industry’s existing technology hardware can easily be integrated into the MMV architectural model since a 
portion of the macro rendering engine requires farfield rendering anyway.  Furthermore even with the 
introduction of object oriented articulation appliances, the components for building such hardware can be 
harvested from the industry’s existing pool of modular components (amplifiers, loudspeakers, cabling, 
etc.).  It is reasonable to anticipate the use of existing hardware for this part of the MMV supermodular 
architecture. 

While MMV in general calls for a compound rendering engine to be used for the purposes of 
optimizing an articulation process in a more object oriented integrated fashion, it is helpful to understand 
the merits of PSS only and how it compares to VSS only, and why it makes sense to combine them for 
scaling purposes among other things.  Theoretically there does not have to be a combining of VSS and PSS.  
It is possible to have a purely PSS system, a situation where every aspect of an original MMV event is 
synthetically cloned and physically reproduced in an appropriately scaled space.  This is a perfectly valid 
way to fully synthesize a MMV event.  The compound approach marrying VSS and PSS is proposed purely 
for economic, technical, and practical terms, a key for successful commercialization efforts.  However it 
must be noted that if enough space is available within a given playback venue, a MMV event could be 
duplicated using PSS methods only. 

There is no doubt that mixing in the signal domain can create special moments in terms of 
enjoying audio reproduced via composite paradigms like stereo and surround sound.  But as discussed 
earlier there are specific limitations to what VSS systems can achieve especially in terms of customizing 
source articulations in addition to limitations for controlling and diagnosing discrete objects within an 
acoustical volume.  VSS limitations are also exposed when attempting to amplify virtual sources while 
maintaining equilibrium throughout a remaining volume.  Virtual sources are not robust in terms of 
controlling spatial and directional attributes of individual sound objects within a virtual sound scene, 
especially when attempting to intensify a specific sound object.  Other drawbacks for “VSS only” systems 
also exist as previously noted in this paper and further explained in the appendix section. 
 

MMV Completes the Process 
 

MMV is not proposed as an obsoleting technology displacing old and current paradigmatic models 
completely.  Rather it is proposed as a completion of a quest to identify and achieve sound reproduction 
objectives at the highest level, a quest to perfect sound articulation and sound reproduction.  The MMV 
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ontology establishes a new set of tools and protocols for improving the way sound is produced and 
reproduced taking advantage of existing component modules and subsystems.  It is more of a reconstitution 
than a revolution.  This should aid in the rapid adoption of a new paradigmatic model and the many 
products and services enabled by it.  Here are a few examples of how MMV can enable novel achievements 
while maintaining backward and forward compatibility for hardware and software issues. 
 
Reconciling Dichotomies 
 

As stated earlier, sound production and sound reproduction are full of dichotomies (e.g. 
art…science, original event…reproduced event, nearfield…farfield, macro…micro, virtual…real, etc.).  
This is all the more reason to derive a process control ontology capable of reconciling these dichotomies in 
a computable fashion perhaps resulting in a cohesive set of continuums rather than stark dichotomies as 
they presently exist.  A key factor for achieving this is the MMV ontology where an entire volumetric 
matrix, including any point within a matrix, can be scientifically computed in terms of its outgoing and 
incoming wave fronts.  The science for reproducing a MMV should be an objective endeavor.  The art 
aspect naturally focuses on the production of original MMVs.  Repeatability of an original artistic 
production should theoretically be science. 

This is not to say that science has no place in the art part of sound production (e.g. electronic 
instruments, sound reinforcement, etc.) only that theoretically there should be no art5 in the science part of 
the reproduction equation.  In an ideal world an artist/producer would determine, as part of his created 
work, the manner by which his work should be articulated within a given MMV environment.  This would 
include source placements, directivity patterns, reverb qualities, etc.,  in addition of course to content 
qualities like beat, melody, tone, lyrics, etc.  Once a complete MMV presentation is decided upon (using a 
studio MMV reference system) an objective for the science part of the equation is to duplicate an originally 
produced MMV event or any prescribed derivative version of it.  Standardized scaling algorithms can 
easily be applied for adapting from one venue application to another.  Other generalizations can be 
standardized as well. 

Ideal state reproduction systems should reproduce an original MMV according to an artist’s 
original specifications.  Obviously we do not live in an ideal world and therefore it is likely that 
compromises and generalizations will need to be introduced into the recording and reproduction equation.  
Some might say because of this, a degree of subjectivity is introduced back into the equation.  This may be 
true but by starting with ideal state conditions, where only objective science is factored into an equation, 
the process of introducing compromised states can be optimized in terms of minimizing hard to compute 
subjective parameters and defining them according to objective reference standards (e.g. ideal state 
conditions). 

Even in an ideal state world subjective control over a final output should be an option (consumers 
might desire to alter MMV dynamics to suit a particular taste).  By using MMV ontology for defining ideal 
state conditions (or any original event conditions) a reference standard can be created allowing all 
modifications (mandated or selected) to be defined in terms of how they deviate from an objective standard.  
Within the framework of this process even the subjective aspects of sound reproduction can be managed 
within a more objective framework. 
 
Live Sound 
 

Live sound presents additional challenges and while much of the MMV ontology can be applied to 
sound reinforcement in the same fashion as sound reproduction there are additional issues that must be 
considered.  First of all live productions, unlike studio productions, are not performed in a calibrated 
optimized environment (studio).  To the contrary live events are many times performed in large venues 
with marginal to poor acoustics.  Add to that the issues of feedback and crosstalk and you begin to see 
some of the significant challenges for live sound productions.  But even with these drawbacks many of the 
MMV merits that apply to sound reproduction also apply to live sound productions.  These merits include 
highly customized source articulations, optimized macro-micro network configurations, optimized 
intensification algorithms for micro elements and macro elements, resonance optimization for a given 
venue and for a given type of content, dynamic reconfiguration of a given MMV rendering engine 
(allowing a MMV rendering engine to change its macro-micro relationships as part of a desired special 
effect in real time).  Other merits of MMV Ontology also apply to live sound. 

 
5 Art is defined here as content produced by a musician and/or producer. 
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Commercialization 
 

From a commercialization viewpoint the MMV Ontology, at its most basic level, is about layering 
the articulation of direct and indirect sound in a more proficient way.  Furthermore, the MMV Ontology 
proposes a much higher degree of customization for the MMV discretized near field engine (object oriented 
discretization where discrete objects are able to retain their own physical space within a playback volume, 
and in light of such discretization each can be highly customized in terms of articulation and control). 

Far field elements in a given sound volume do not require the same level of discretization as 
nearfield elements, primarily because wavefronts received from farfield sources over time evolve into more 
composite plane wave shape and often consist of a mixture of direct sounds, reflected sounds, and other 
ambient sound effects.  Current stereo and surround sound paradigms are proficient at articulating these 
types of composite wavefronts and therefore can be combined with a more discretized highly customized 
near field engine to form a compound rendering engine ideal for articulating a generalized version of the 
MMV for immediate commercial applications (in terms of rendering hardware).  Obviously innovations in 
data processing and network control will be required to operate even a generalized MMV application as 
proposed.  New source material including a reconstitution of archived material6 will also be required. 

Articulation hardware from VSS based paradigms like stereo and surround sound does not have to 
be discarded.  In fact it can serve as salient pieces of a broader reproduction paradigm where existing 
hardware can serve as part of a compound rendering engine.  The key is in how a more advanced “direct 
sound” engine can be optimally integrated with a “resonate sound” engine to form a macro engine 
according to desirable or prescribable MMV dynamics.  It can also be configured for use as a new form of 
artistic expression, volumetric rendering, potentially a new type of content subject to copyright protection 
based on MMV technologies presented in this paper and companion papers [24] [25]. 

As indicated earlier the innovation curve for the sound industry has been exponential for some 
time in terms of plotting cost against sonic improvement.  However by introducing highly discretized 
MMVs for multichannel sound, the industry’s innovation curve will likely become more linear as costs are 
offset by stark improvements in definition, resolution, amplification, and control/diagnostics.  As with all 
innovation curves the plot eventually becomes exponential.  The right paradigm shift at the right time can 
alter a curve in significant ways.  MMV is expected to have this kind of impact. 
 
Scaling 
 

MMV presents opportunities for improving and optimizing scaling issues related to sound 
reproduction, an often overlooked flaw of VSS based paradigms.  The MMV’s object oriented 
discretization process empowers improvements in scaling to take place.  Even if generalizations are 
required due to budget or space restraints nearfield scaling issues via MMV can produce significant gains.  
Farfield sources would be processed and articulated using a separate rendering engine which can also be 
scaled accordingly.  As a result very impressive macro events can be reproduced within a given venue 
(room, car, etc.) using relatively small compound rendering engines.  Sound intensification is one of 
audio’s unique attributes.  As one would expect scaling issues play an important role in how a sound 
volume can be optimally intensified.  With MMV based discretization of NF and FF sources, along with 
further discretization and customization of NF objects, scaling and intensification can be optimized to new 
levels.  A key drawback of traditional composite-VSS paradigms is their inability to scale and rescale 
MMV productions for optimum articulation and intensification results. 
 
Control and Diagnostics 
 

Since MMV discretizes nearfield and farfield articulations, and then further discretizes a nearfield 
into discrete object articulations, control and diagnostic capabilities for the MMV ontology are expanded 
resulting in significant advantages over composite systems.  With MMV each sound object’s articulation 
process can be separately controlled and diagnosed.  This creates a situation where intraspace dynamics 
between sound objects can be optimized in terms of constructive and destructive interference between one 
another and with a playback venue in general.  Furthermore each object can be separately equalized via a 
distributed control network.  Also controllable is a farfield rendering architecture allowing reflected sound 
 
6 Most recording labels archive material both as mastered “mixes” and as multi-track recordings.  Therefore studios should be able to 
reformat most archived material to work on virtually any multi-track platform including MMV applications.  Delivery of the 
reconstituted “mix down” could be achieved via various vehicles including online services. 
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and ambience to be discretely controlled and conditioned.  An ability to control articulation dynamics for 
nearfield and farfield engines discretely is especially important when attempting to optimize intensification 
functions and when compensating for variable venue dynamics.  In a composite system, when a playback 
signal is elevated the ambience, original space, and direct sound are all elevated together often times 
resulting in undesirable balances between them.  This can include destructive resonance (along with other 
artifacts) often present when superimposing an original event’s space on a playback venue’s space.  With 
MMV, direct sound can be elevated at different rates than reflected/ambient sound if desired.  Even 
individual elements of direct sound can be elevated at different rates if desirable.  The macro-micro 
relationships within a MMV can be controlled and diagnosed to a degree never before achieved. 
 
The Intensity Issue 
 

When a “mixed” piece of content is amplified an original event’s space is amplified along with a 
composite of the mixed sources.  The sources and space are amplified together.  An ability to reproduce 
space is obviously dependent to a large degree on the specifications of a given rendering engine.  A boom 
box is not going to be able to render the same kind of space that a home system can.  But both a boom box 
and home system are bound within the same limitations (dictated by “a mix”) in terms of how space and 
sources relate to one another, and how they are required to be amplified together.  For optimum 
amplification results, content formats should at a minimum include the discretization of “dry source 
material” and “ambient attributes”, in addition to other discretization protocols already discussed.  This 
allows sources and space to be amplified at different rates within a MMV rendering engine (or any 
rendering engine for that matter) if necessary.  Ultimately, it is about “bringing an original event back to 
life again”, energizing a reproduced event’s volume optimally to best represent first what an artist intended, 
and second what a consumer prefers that might be different, if anything. 

A fully discretized MMV presents a situation where each discrete object articulation can be scaled 
and rescaled to match the proportional dynamics of a given playback venue.  In addition to this, 
intensification of a MMV can be optimized in terms of macro-micro energy distribution, intraspace 
dynamics among discrete sources, resonance within a given volume, and other macro-micro dynamics 
relevant to a MMV reproduction process.  This level of control over MMV synthesis enables a more 
precise distribution of energy vectors throughout a MMV space.  Simply put MMV is a more eloquent way 
of energizing a sound volume.  Scaling object articulations, then separately optimizing the amplification of 
these discrete articulations, offers unprecedented opportunities for improving the entire process of sound 
event amplification including how a given sound event interacts with a given playback space (resonance 
optimization), resulting in higher levels of acceptable intensification delivered on a more consistent basis. 
 
The Body Antenna 
 

Why hasn’t headphone technology and perceptual coding algorithms like HRTF lead to the Sonic 
Holy Grail?  The delivery mechanism for these technologies is at the point of interest (the ears –  binaural 
audio).  Power requirements are low.  Peripheral sounds are partitioned.  Everything seems ideal, so why 
doesn’t it provide a holistic ending to the search for perfect sound?  Most everyone agrees that HRTF based 
technologies using headphones can provide amazing sound simulations including the movement of sound 
and special effects.  But what about musical performances?  Why are state-of-the-art headphone 
technologies not considered ideal?  Some say it is because the event occurs inside your head rather than on 
a stage somewhere in front of you or around you.  There is no doubt that headphones are fun to listen to but 
they lack something that only live music and MMV reproductions can provide, MMV analogs, partially 
interpreted from our body acting as a type of antenna. 

I am sure we have all felt driving midbass from percussion instruments, or warmth from properly 
articulated bass, or smoothness from a great sounding saxophone.  While our ears are responsible for 
capturing and translating sound waves into cognitive content for digestion by the brain, it has been proven 
[32] by various scientific experiments that deaf people can not only feel music they also show stimulation 
in the brain’s pleasure center in the same way that hearing people do.  Since our body is covered with nerve 
endings and hair receptors, it only makes sense for an entire body to participate in the capture and 
processing of something as ubiquitous as resonating sound waves, especially at high levels of amplitude.  
Headphones obviously do not involve these “body receptors” and therefore lack much of the sensory 
information needed to simulate a live event or any sound event that might occur in a space where the body 
and ears preside.  The location of spatial cues, “in our head” versus “out in front of us”, also plays a role in 
how these two events are comparatively interpreted. 
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With this in mind it seems beneficial for any good sound reproduction technology to appeal to 
both the ears and the body if optimum conditions are desired.  This underscores the importance of 
mastering sound articulation and sound amplification within a three-dimensional sound volume.  Mastery 
over space and direction parameters will prove among other things that the body antenna can be exploited 
as a finely tuned receptor subject to highly tuned resonance and other spatial parameters.  It is likely that 
optimized control over the spatial domain can lead to new levels of sonic enjoyment.  The use of MMV 
algorithms will add an additional element of science to the art of music productions, likely contributing to a 
higher level of (E) optimization. 

It should be noted that hypersonic sound, although intriguing and quite useful, suffers from many 
of the same vices as headphone technology (e.g. event occurs in your head or seems very localized), and 
also VSS technology (e.g. no physical definition among sources, limited spatial attributes, no control over 
macro-micro relationships, signal is still mixed based on common recording paradigms—usually stereo, 
etc.).  In order to appeal to both the ears and the body antenna, only a MMV methodology can match the 
precise analogs of a live event, which happens to be a MMV event itself, as is every sound event with the 
rare exceptions noted previously in this paper.  Headphones are not a MMV rendering engine and therefore 
can only render facsimiles of MMV event analogs.  This is true with most existing sound reproduction 
paradigms including hypersonic sound.  With this in mind the following conjecture can be made:  MMV 
based rendering engines may be needed to master MMV based events.  The MMV ontology proposes such 
a methodology. 
 
The Phase Issue 
 

Phase is an intrinsic parameter for sound production and reproduction.  It must be controlled and 
conditioned in order to optimize the process of sound production/reproduction, especially when multiple 
sources are articulated together as part of a macro-micro sound event.  Optimized equilibrium states are 
dependent on MMV phase issues and the resonating dynamics of a playback venue, these issues interacting 
together to create a final set of constructive and destructive interferences at any one moment in time, a 
volume’s equilibrium state as a function of time. 

Obviously it is important to get phase right when harmonizing multiple sound objects together, but 
it is also important to learn how phase can be used to create various end results especially when attempting 
to optimize resonance within a macro-micro volume.  With so many articulation devices operating together 
obviously there are multiple opportunities to introduce phase issues, both pro and con.  A properly 
engineered distributed control and diagnostic system should be able to take care of all negative phase 
issues.  It can also be used for conditioning phase and optimizing resonance.  Phase is an important issue to 
get right, and having distributed control over it (e.g. via MMV ontology) can lead to new possibilities for 
controlling and conditioning phase. 
 
The Transparency Issue 
 

The transparency issue for a system can be illustrated by comparing output 1 to output 2 in Fig. 16 
below.  If the corresponding output signals are equivalent, the reproduction system can be said to be 
transparent, if they are anything less than equivalent the system is not transparent.  Components must also 
be considered for transparency issues, but in terms of a system what ultimately matters is the final output 
and how it compares to an original output (not necessarily how it compares to a system’s input). 
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Fig. 16 
Single Node Datastream Analysis 

 
There are several ways the two outputs can be compared.  One is by comparing outputs without 

the use of an electronic measuring device, basically just using your ears.  We know how subjective the 
explanation of what we hear can be, so another option would be to use a standardized measuring device, 
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either calibrated to a standard, or at a minimum, use the same device under the same conditions for 
measuring output 1 and output 2.  If you juxtapose output 1 with output 2 their differentials can be 
classified as “system colorization”, the accumulative colorization of all components within a system.  For 
the simple system above, components that contribute component colorization to the accumulative signature 
of a system include:  capture device, storage device, playback device, amplifier device, loudspeaker device.  
Each one obviously contributes its own signature to a series of input-output functions encountered by a 
signal as it passes through a recording and reproduction chain. 

Rather than attempting to make expensive semi-transparent components and systems, a task not 
likely to be solved anytime soon in terms of mass market affordability, why not focus on corrective action 
at the final output stage, especially appealing when viewed through the lens of MMV ontology and its 
highly distributed nature.  If enough distributed knowledge can be gained about an original sound event’s 
distributed output properties, and if the same parameters can be measured when analyzing a corresponding 
reproduced event, a highly distributed correction process can be applied, potentially making it possible to 
condition an output in a way that decolorizes it, resulting in a highly distributed form of EQ. 

The novelty comes not in the idea to EQ but in how the EQ process takes place, in this case as a 
highly distributed function, discretizing a MMV into its most optimum constituent parts including 
discretized boundary data for each object, volume data for the playback space, macro-micro relationships, 
movement algorithms, etc.  Consider if every part of a MMV model can be fully discretized, the knowledge 
about an original event and the corrective action for a corresponding reproduced event becomes spread out 
over many nodes reducing the roles of each node making them easier to manage and control as part of a 
macro EQ process. 

Distributed EQ to the level proposed by MMV introduces a real possibility that corrective action 
can be taken to new levels.  If a high level of distributed data is known about an original sound event (in 
terms of number of nodes, boundary attributes, nodal segmentation, macro-micro relationships, etc.), an 
equivalent reproduced sound event can be achieved using a MMV distributed rendering engine controlled 
and conditioned to reproduce outputs near perfect to an original MMV model, possibly even using low 
priced hardware in the process.  The value of the system shifts toward INTEL and an ability to manage 
corrective action using a highly distributed architecture and diagnostic system.  The distributed nature of 
the MMV ontology enables it, but it is the role of INTEL, and the fact that it can be reproduced 
inexpensively once produced, that makes the system work proficiently and optimizes it for generalization 
purposes.  Early INTEL systems would likely be quite expensive, but as is the case for many electronic 
based systems, over time the cost would likely drop dramatically. 
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Since MMV engines are proposed as compound architectures (compound in multiple ways) 
including combining model based templates with data based streams, it makes sense to attempt to optimize 
their relationships in as many ways as possible.  This might include using a model based articulation device 
as part of a distributed EQ device where each element in a given MMV array processes data based content 
subject to corrective action, the integration of these elements forming the calculus of a composite output 
function.  Thus the EQ mechanism is also subject to the benefits of distributed networks including reducing 
large composite functions to a series of smaller segmented functions.  Perhaps in the future component and 
system colorizations will not have such a stark impact on sound quality as they do now and perhaps there 
may come a time when corrective action becomes so proficient that inexpensive components can be used to 
yield high-end results.  The point is, if the transference objective is to achieve duplication of an original 
output, INTEL about how to correct a flawed output, along with a means for implementing corrections, will 
prove to be a valuable commodity in a highly distributed reproduction environment.  As with many other 
aspects of MMV this spectrum is a continuum with benefits that can be phased in at different levels as 
systems becomes more distributed based on MMV ontology. 

It should also be noted that decolorization does not have to occur for benefits to be gained from a 
more distributed EQ approach as proposed.  It is quite beneficial to be able to balance out existing 
colorizations in a more palatable way unlike composite systems which tend to lock themselves into 
component and system colorizations.  With a MMV distributed approach there are more opportunities 
presented to either neutralize or balance various colorizations throughout any given system.  While these 
types of corrective actions would in many cases be subjective in nature (user oriented), the distributed EQ 
approach provides more discrete opportunities to filter out undesirable component or system colorizations, 
per a given system.  A MMV based distributed EQ system presents opportunities for tonal and spatial 
filtering at unprecedented levels. 
 
Transference Issues 
 

As previously stated sound reproduction starts and ends with sound articulation (articulation of an 
original event at one end of the process, articulation of a reproduced event at the other end).  Likewise 
MMV starts with mastery over the articulation process, both in terms of how we capture and define an 
original event, and how we rearticulate an event at the reproduction end of the chain. 

Transference of an event from one place, space, or time to another place, space, or time involves 
additional processes that manage the transfer of model based data (configuration) and data based data 
(content) through a maze of encode/decode algorithms and data compression schemes, processes that can 
be perfected and in many cases have been but only in terms of the transfer process not the articulation 
process.  In my opinion the articulation process should first be viewed as a separate issue from transference, 
at least as a starting point.  Transference issues can be factored in after an ideal state articulation model has 
been engineered and functionalized (at least in theory).  Looking at articulation as a separate issue helps 
avoid being bound within the confines of standard transference issues, at least temporarily. 

Ultimately, for commercialization purposes, transference issues will need to be addressed.  Many 
of the issues related to transference are rapidly changing in terms of the number of transfer channels, 
bandwidth, recording mediums, etc.  Soon transference models will be easily adaptable to virtually any 
articulation model.  However, the process of delegating certain compromises for commercial purposes can 
be better organized if we first consider an ideal state model for articulation as proposed by the MMV 
ontology.  It most certainly increases the chances of designing forward compatible systems by setting a 
clear goal of where we want to ultimately be in terms of the future of sound production and reproduction 
which as stated earlier, begins and ends with mastery over sound articulation.  MMV transference issues 
are further discussed in Metcalf [24]. 
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Conclusion 

 
Space and direction have been admitted by industry experts to be parameters that remain 

unoptimized in terms of sound production and reproduction.  The compelling problems for the sound 
industry however go well beyond the space and direction issues.  Interior field articulations continue to be 
processed as virtual events where distinction between sources and robustness of discrete sources when 
amplified are compelling problems.  Amplification of sound volumes remains inefficient in terms of 
optimizing energy vectors throughout a volume and in terms of optimizing resonance as a function of 
constructive and destructive interference.  EQ continues to be limited by today’s paradigms because often 
times EQ adjustments that are intended for one particular sound object end up changing the dynamics for 
some or all of the other sources as well, one of the key drawbacks for composite based EQ systems.  
Control and diagnostics in general are very limited when it comes to composite-VSS based systems where 
very little discretization is applied on an object oriented basis during articulation (the final transduction 
process in the chain), making it difficult to control or diagnose any particular object as a discrete entity 
during final articulation. 

Contrast the above limitations with the solutions provided by the MMV approach.  By 
implementing a volumetric object oriented discretization ontology the MMV paradigm masters the 
articulation process for acoustical volumes by first modeling an original event articulation as a MMV itself.  
Each discrete sound object within a volume can be modeled as a separate entity residing in a designated 
space within a volume.  This protocol enables a much higher degree of customization for sound objects 
articulated within a MMV matrix, both as individual entities (micro attributes) and as combined entities 
(macro attributes). 

The MMV ontology proposes a “model based” plus “data based” approach for capturing, 
transferring, and reproducing a fully discretized MMV event (or any derivative).  This approach makes the 
transference process more efficient and adaptable allowing a rendering system to reconfigure itself 
according to dynamic MMV parameterization.  The “model based” plus “data based” approach also 
provides a means for reconciling real and virtual sound scenes according to objective criteria.  Compound 
paradigms and compound rendering engines can be harmonized within a distributed architecture proposed 
by the MMV ontology. 

In order for a MMV system to reproduce precise macro-micro analogs equivalent to corresponding 
macro-micro analogs originally captured or assigned, a MMV synthesis engine must be capable of 
reproducing a network of equivalent analogs as required.  This paper along with its companion papers [24] 
[25] proposes a revolutionary paradigm for achieving this along with modification protocols for altering the 
modeling and synthesis dynamics for any MMV event according to objective criteria. 

MMV articulations can be produced and reproduced according to any defined model, captured or 
prescribed.  Control and diagnostics for MMV events are literally unlimited in terms of accessing discrete 
object attributes within a MMV event (micro attributes) and in terms of controlling intraspace and volume 
dynamics for a MMV (macro attributes) or any of the event’s macro-micro relationships.  Intensification of 
MMV events can be optimized in ways never before achieved.  With MMV protocol the intensification of a 
MMV event can be perfected by perfecting the amplification process object by object (micro 
amplification), then applying intraspace templates for amplifying all of the objects together as a group 
(macro amplification).  Furthermore by combining interior field rendering engines with perimeter field 
rendering engines the resonating qualities for a given volume can be optimized in terms of establishing 
more stable equilibrium states for MMVs even at high levels of amplification. 

The commercialization opportunities for MMV based applications are numerous.  The music 
industry is in need of a catalyst maybe even a revolution.  Consumer electronics for music devices could 
also benefit in a huge way selling MMV hardware which by its nature is modular and easily adaptable to 
existing hardware as well as compatible with future designs, making it backward and forward compatible.  
Pro audio and “live” sound applications could also benefit, MMV offering a more proficient way to 
energize a volume or space along with higher levels of customization for discrete source articulations and 
macro-micro amplifications. 

The MMV ontology establishes a new curve dynamic for innovation in the fields of sound 
production and sound reproduction.  While music production seems to be the application with the most to 
gain from MMV based technologies it is likely that MMV will change the nature of sound reproduction 
technologies across the board including film and gaming applications.  Sound is an integral part of many 
experiences.  Perfecting the articulation and amplification of sound can only elevate the experience, 
perhaps in ways never before imagined. 
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Appendix 
 

Theory Differentiation 
 
The PSS-VSS Continuum

Virtual sound synthesis (VSS) was established at the dawn of multichannel audio (manifested 
early on as tri-field sound and then stereo).  Mono by its nature is not conducive to space and direction 
perceptual manipulation and therefore would have to be considered a method of physical (real) sound 
synthesis7 (PSS).  Sound engineers are aware of the many benefits VSS offers (see Fig. 15).  With a limited 
availability of channels in the early days of multichannel audio it became obvious that virtual sound 
synthesis was the future methodology for audio reproductions.  The sound industry naturally evolved in 
that direction.  Then and now, the philosophical standard for most sound reproduction applications calls for 
sound systems to create an illusion of “being there” which fits naturally into the VSS model, the illusion 
you are in a virtual space experiencing a virtual event. 

Physical sound synthesis (PSS) was relegated to the sidelines only to be used sparingly in 
applications where mono sources needed to be paned to a spot within a VSS matrix.  In the early 1930s 
various inventions proposed recording parts of an orchestra on separate records, then playing them back on 
separate record players primarily for use in a recording studio, to allow musicians to play with a group of 
record players instead of real musicians.  Not proposed in this or any other prior art is the concept of 
networking segregated sources together in a controllable manner according to a captured or defined MMV 
model with controllable macro-micro relationships.  Nor has it ever been proposed to customize discretized 
sound objects within such a network, controlling the attributes of each object (micro attributes) as well as 
their combined effect (macro attributes) during a macro-micro articulation process. 

These early discussions regarding the separation of sources had a set of objectives different from 
MMV and therefore failed to approach sound reproduction as a macro-micro volume.  In addition to this 
the prior art does not address the benefits gained from a network of object oriented reproductions.  For 
instance MMV proposes an optimized amplification process using a highly discretized rendering engine, 
where farfield and nearfield reproduction appliances can be discretized and customized based on MMV 
protocol, both nearfield and farfield perspectives working together to optimally intensify a MMV event.  
No prior art has been found addressing these important MMV issues. 

The MMV ontology presents a basis for deriving MMV optimization templates (using ideal state 
MMV analogs as reference integrals) for engineering high performance generalized systems within a 
formulated modular design function8. This feature appeals to a need for generalized commercial systems 
that can be mass marketed at reasonable prices while still providing quantum leap results over competing 
systems in a similar price range. 

Other PSS applications include dialog center channels and various mono appliances used by some 
artist to articulate a version of an electronic instrument, sometimes as a single diffused point source.  
Lacking in all prior art is an ontology that presents a macro-micro volume as a series of integrated micro 
articulations (object oriented), each micro entity having specific space and direction attributes, each object 
existing independent from the others while also existing together as part of a composite volume with macro 
attributes.  The MMV ontology proposes that by mastering an ability to reproduce exact MMV analogs 
(scaled according to volume size) a new type of volumetric articulator is enabled, in addition to a new 
paradigm for producing and reproducing MMV analogs in a calibrated fashion.  In short the MMV 
ontology, which combines the merits of VSS and PSS, enables the full optimization of sound articulation 
for MMV events. 

We must also consider the dichotomy between emission analogs and reception analogs.  This 
dichotomy is rarely discussed in terms of reconciling the two together in a homogenous relationship, 

 
7 Not to be confused with “physical modeling” which is based on modeling protocol representative of physical analogs for a system or 
function, used within various paradigms like WFS (and MMV) but not to be confused with PSS context here, which takes into 
consideration a plurality of discrete physical models optimized in all dimensions. 
8 One function of the modular design function is insuring that introductory systems of today will not be obsoleted by advanced 
versions introduced in the future.  This helps make the MMV technology forward compatible.  Backward compatibility for content can 
also be incorporated, granted old style content will not provide MMV results, but older material can be played using MMV based 
players.  A separate paper will be issued addressing the topic of backward and forward compatibility for hardware and content in the 
MMV paradigmatic models. 
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primarily because one is based on perceptual aspects (what we hear) while the other is based on physical 
attributes (emitted from a given source).  Much effort is put into the study of how we receive sound (e.g. 
binaural, HRTF, etc.).  MMV opens the door to new studies on how discrete sound sources can be 
optimally integrated for macro-micro productions and reproductions.  This new form of volumetric 
articulation will likely result in new models for perceiving sound in three-dimensional environments. 
 
Ambisonics

Ambisonics is a heralded sound reproduction technology originating in the 1970s known for its 
precise reconstruction of composite soundfields.  With Ambisonics, sounds and their directional attributes 
are recorded vectorally in a set of spherical harmonics [30] and reproduced via a loudspeaker array 
encompassing a listening space, reconstructing an original acoustic wave field for both traveling and 
standing wave elements.  Ambisonic’s early results were reported to be quite impressive although its 
drawbacks were obvious, high number of channels/loudspeakers required, along with a limited sweet spot 
in terms of experiencing ideal wave conditions which ambisonics relies on.  As long as these special 
conditions are met ambisonics does indeed propose an ideal state solution for IMT (implosion type) field 
synthesis.  But what about its converse application, EXT (explosion type) field synthesis and specifically a 
plurality of EXT synthesis within a sound volume?  The MMV ontology addresses these previously 
unresolved issues. 

Sound naturally originates and propagates as an explosive physical event with propagating 
characteristics.  This is one of sound’s unique attributes, it propagates and reverberates (within a 
nonanechoic space).  Another unique thing about sound is that it can be intensified, and when done right 
humans like it a lot.  In order to master the amplification of explosive physical events we must first master 
the articulation of such events, followed by mastering the integration of multiple EXT events in a sound 
volume, resulting in a new kind of macro event.  This type of integrated MMV synthesis is in contrast to 
the methods proposed by Ambisonics and other composite-IMT systems, including Wave Field Synthesis. 
 
Wave Field Synthesis

Fig. 19 
Example of WFS Technology (taken from [31]) 

 
Wave Field Synthesis (WFS) is based on physical modeling within a context of Kirchhoff-

Helmholtz Integral.  It is a composite-IMT system that relies on virtual scene synthesis even though it 
applies physical modeling to composite wave fields.  WFS is a perimeter system that pushes a composite 
wave across a playback space, or converges a composite wave onto a playback volume.  It is not an 
integrated macro-micro volume approach as MMV is, and as such WFS suffers from many of the same 
drawbacks as other VSS composite paradigms as discussed in this paper and [25]. 

There are similarities and differences between Ambisonics and Wave Field Synthesis as detailed 
in Wittek [44] [45].  Understanding both of these advanced technologies together helps to see and 
understand their contrast to MMV and its proposed ontology.  Wittek summarizes the similarities and 
differences between WFS and Ambisonics: 
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“As shown in Daniel et al. (2003), WFS and Ambisonics (for more about 
Ambisonics see Daniel et al., 2003) are two similar types of sound field reconstruction.  
Though they are based on different representations of the sound field – the Kirchhoff-
Helmholtz Integral for WFS and the Spherical Harmonic Expansion for Ambisonics – 
their aim is congruent and their properties are alike.  Daniel et al. analyzed the existing 
artifacts of both principles and – for a circular setup of array loudspeakers – came to the 
conclusion that HOA (Higher Order Ambisonics), more exact near-field-corrected HOA 
and WFS ‘meet similar limitations’.  However, an important drawback of HOA is the 
need for a circular setup.” – Wittek [44] [45] 
 
Both Ambisonics and WFS neglect the MMV phenomenon, they do not present a playback 

volume as a discretized MMV where individual sound objects retain discrete space within a playback 
volume as well as retain discrete control over object articulations including spherical directivity patterns9

for sources within a playback space if desirable.  This lack of discrete object articulation impacts both the 
resolution proficiency of sound objects (theirs as virtual objects, MMV as physical objects) and the 
robustness of such objects when amplified (individually and/or as part of a macro sound scene). 
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Fig. 20 
 
Only MMV offers a potential for fully optimizing articulation and amplification within a MMV 

event.  This is due to the highly distributed object-oriented approach used by MMV for articulating sound 
events, and the high level of customization (including configurable scaling) that this level of discretization 
enables.  Also important to this process is a protocol for reconciling real and virtual sound scenes within a 
sound volume. 

Figure 21 lists some additional limitations for Wave Field Synthesis when contrasting it with 
MMV.  The next section of this appendix addresses mathematical functions for discretizing a wave 

 
9 Object oriented directivity patterns can be representative of specific source models or any modified model including the use of rear 
firing directivity modules for anti-phase articulation.  This allows a single object appliance (in addition to combinations of object 
appliances) to be used as both a source articulator and as a resonance conditioner.  Other uses of spherical directivity can be applied as 
well. 
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equation, used for simulation purposes per the attached references.  MMV applies such wave discretization 
to the process of synthesizing MMV analogs, a process which first requires adoption of MMV ontology. 

 

Limitations of Wave Field Synthesis from Wittek 2003 [45] 

1. WFS is not capable of correctly synthesizing wave fronts above faliasing which leads to incorrect directional 
attributes (from Wittek [45], p. 20). 

2. Limitations in the directional attributes of the loudspeaker array in terms of producing wave fields 
congruent to the direction of the actual sources, angular resolution (from Wittek [45], p. 20). 

3.  Depth perception and localization are hindered by interfering room reflections in a real room playback 
environment (see Verheijen experiments as reported in Wittek [45], p. 21). 

4.  Degradation of sound color of WFS virtual sources compared to real sources (from Wittek [45], p. 23). 

5.  Limited depth perception due to “virtual” limitations.  Especially limited in interior fields nearest a 
listener.  Distance perception is limited.  (from Wittek [45], pp. 25, 27) 

6.  Perspective and individual source stability/robustness within a playback volume (from Wittek [45], p. 26). 

7.  Limited to virtual source attributes (e.g. distance from listener) when virtual sources are superposed on 
one another within the same array (from Wittek [45], p. 27).  (citing Boone and Bruijn 2003) 

Additional Limitations of Wave Field Synthesis when contrasted with MMV 

1. Virtual Sound Scene rendering, even when it is based on physical modeling, relies on perceptual 
placement of virtual sources, inside and outside a perimeter array of loudspeakers. 

 A. Limits stability in terms of discrete source position and interplay among discrete sources 
(intraspace dynamics). 

 B. Limits robustness when discrete sources are amplified or an entire event is intensified. 
 C. Limited range for discrete source placement within interior fields (inside perimeter array) and 

exterior fields (outside perimeter array). 

2. WFS does not provide MMV discretization throughout a transference chain into the spatial domain. 
 A. No NF/FF physical discretization (only via signal processing) 
 B. No NF customization of articulation appliances 
 C. No interior field reinforcement 
 D. No MMV control and diagnostic capabilities, a key for optimizing resonance and 

constructive/destructive interference 
 E. No object oriented EQ for discrete corrective action 
 F. No integral amplification means 
 G. No integrated intensification process 

3. MMV provides a basis for standardization using MMV integral analogs as reference models.  WFS, 
because it operates as a virtual synthesis, has no objective standardization process. 

Fig. 21 
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Wave Discretization 
 
Discretizing the wave equation (taken from [5]) 

A discrete model can approximate a continuous one to any desired degree of accuracy. Developing 
such approximations is an important field in applied mathematics. These approximations are widely used in 
quantum mechanics. 

Discrete wave models can be studied to understand their intrinsic properties and not just how they 
can be used to model a continuous reality that may not exist. There is little work in this area. No doubt the 
complexity of such models is one reason. To understand how such models might look we start with the 
wave equation which might be called the universal equation of physics because it occurs in so many 
contexts. We can generate a discrete wave model starting with the continuous wave equation.  
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This notation defines a partial differential equation. In spite of its foreboding appearance it says 
something simple. Think of f as the level of water in at a single point in a lake. This equation describes how 
the level changes based on conditions in its immediate neighborhood. The equation applies to every point 
on the lake so we can use it to model the dynamic behavior of a wave.  

The term on the left of the equal sign is the rate at which the level is accelerating up or down at 
this point. The term on the right hand sums acceleration across each spatial dimension at the same point. 
For the surface of a lake there are two spatial dimensions. c is the velocity of the wave. The equation says 
the rate at which the level is accelerating in time at a give point is proportional to the sum of the rates at 
which the level is accelerating across each dimension in space at that point.  

The wave equation is the universal equation of physics. It works for light, sound, waves on the 
surface of water and a great deal more. It is the relativistic Schrödinger equation that describes the quantum 
mechanical evolution of the wave function of a single particle with zero rest mass.  

There are many ways to discretize the wave equation. One of the simplest is to define a grid or 
array of points as shown in Fig. 22. Instead of defining the value of a function everywhere we consider only 
selected points. The more closely these points are spaced the more accurate an approximation to the 
continuous case and the more time consuming the computation. To keep things simple we will consider two 
dimensions in space and one in time. It is straightforward to move to three spatial dimensions.  

Indices are used to locate points in the grid. fx,y,t is the location x,y in space at time t. This position 
has four immediate neighbors in space:  fx+1,y,t, fx-1,y,t, fx,y+1,t and fx,y-1,t. See Fig. 22. Similarly it has two 
immediate neighbors in time: fx,y,t+1 and fx,y,t-1.

Continuous differential equations are defined by taking the limit of finitely spaced locations as the 
distance between points goes to zero. The first order difference is computed by subtracting neighboring 
values along the relevant dimension (time, x position or y position). The first order difference in time is 
either fx,y,t - fx,y,t-1 or fx,y,t+1 - fx,y,t. The wave equation does not use the first order difference or rate of change. 
It uses the second order difference or rate of acceleration. To get the second order difference we compute a 
difference of differences. 

In generating the difference equation from the differential equation we must take into account the 
time and distance scale of the points on the grid. For this illustration we combine these constants with the 
velocity of the wave c generating a new constant cd.

The second order difference is computed by subtracting one first order difference from the other. 
This is fx,y,t+1 + fx,y,t-1 - 2fx,y,t. There are two second order spatial differences for the x and y dimensions. They 
are computed in a similar way and added together. That is what the notation 2∇ implies. The result is the 
following finite difference equation.  

 
)4(2 ,,,1,,1,,,1,,1

2
,,1,,1,, tyxtyxtyxtyxtyxdtyxtyxtyx fffffcfff −+++=−+ −+−+−+

Converting to a form that allows us to compute the next point in time (fx,y,t+1) from previous values 
yields the following equation.  
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To fully digitize the equation we must restrict f to a discrete set values like the integers. The 
expression 2

dc must be less than one if the difference equation is to approximate the continuous wave 
equation. Thus we must add an element to the equation to eliminate the possibility of non integer values. 
For simplicity we truncate towards 0. This means 1.8 is truncated to 1 and -1.8 is truncated to -1. We use T
to represent this truncation function.  

 

Fig. 22 
Discretizing a Continuous Equation 

 
Discretizing of the Huygens principle (taken from [8]) 

According to the Huygens principle, a wave front consists of a number of spherical wavelets 
emitted by secondary radiators. The Transmission Line Matrix (TLM) method is a discrete formulation of 
this principle. For this purpose, space and time are represented in terms of finite, elementary units r∆ and 

t∆ which are related by the velocity of light such that  
 

20c
r

t
∆=∆

Accordingly, two-dimensional space is modeled by a cartesian grid of nodes with a mesh size of 
length r∆ . t∆ is the time required for an electromagnetic signal to cover a distance corresponding to the 
half of the network diagonal. Instead of looking at the field values ψ on the nodes as when the wave 

equation ψψ 22
0

2 ∇=∂ ct is discretized, let us define flow values fd on the arcs connecting the space-time 
network.  

Assume that an impulse flow is incident upon one of the nodes from the negative x direction (f1=1 
at this node, see Fig. 23). Following Huygens ideas, this energy is scattered isotropically in all four 
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direction, each radiated pulse carrying one fourth of the energy of the incident energy. The corresponding 
field quantities must then be 1/2 in magnitude. Furthermore, the reflection coefficient seen by the incident 
pulse must be negative in order to satisfy the requirement of field continuity at the node.  

 

Fig. 23 
The discretized Huygens method applied to a flow formalism (TLM) 

 
The same arguments applied to the other direction of the lattice leads to the construction of the 

TLM matrix W which determines the flows coming out from a node as a linear combination of the 
incoming flows. Finally, abandoning the in/out distinction we write the evolution of the flow as following:  
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We recover the field solution by noting that if ∑=
d dfψ the above equation is equivalent to 

the discrete (finite differences) wave equation.  
 
The Dispersion Relation (taken from [8]) 
 

If we suppose periodic boundary conditions, the solutions fd of the equation can always be written 
as a discrete Fourier series  

∑
∈

=
kVk

dd ikrtkAtrf )exp(),(),(

where  

∑
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Vr denotes the set of all lattice points and the wave numbers kVk∈ are given by  
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where N1,N2 are the number of sites (supposed to be even) along the dimensions of the square 
lattice. Introducing this in equation we obtain ),(),( tkMAtkA t =∆+ where  
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where )exp( 1 rika ∆= and )exp( 2 rikb ∆= . If we write )exp(),( 0 iwtAtkA = one is left 

with the condition that )exp(iwt  is eigenvalue  of M and A0 eigenvector. The four eigenvalues give the 
possible dispersion relation of the evolution:  

 
1±=∆tiwe

( )24
2
1 kike tiw −±=∆

where )cos()cos( 21 rr kkk ∆+∆= .
Clearly, the propagation corresponds to the relation. After some algebra we see that a vector 

proportional to [1,1,1,1] belongs to the eigensubspace corresponding to the propagation eigenvalues. It is a 
combination of progressive and retrograde plane wave for each fd. The components of the eigenvector 
corresponding to a plane wave is k-dependent in general. 

It is a matter of simple algebra to check that equation, in the limit 0,0 →∆→∆ tr with the 

condition, is the expected dispersion relation for wave propagation:  ( )2
2

2
1

2
0

2 kkcw += . Whenever the 
mesh is of finite size, the propagation speeds (phase- and group velocities) is direction- and frequency 
dependent unless k1=k2=k where we have )exp()exp( rt ikiw ∆=∆ and therefore 20kcw = , which 
means that for diagonal propagation we always have  

 

0c
kd

dw
k
w ==

It is possible to vary, node by node, the refraction index of the medium we are propagating in, by 
adding a fifth arc connecting a node with itself and carrying a flow f0. Now lets us write (f1, f2, f3, f4, f0) the 
flows on one node, the TLM matrix then becomes  
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Looking for the dispersion relation using the same method as before we obtain  
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which leads, providing we pass to the continuum limit, to the expected dispersion relation for a 

medium with a refraction index 
2
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Looking at the eigenvectors, we conclude that the relation between the flow and the field solution 
takes the following and simply verifiable form 004321 fYffff ++++=ψ

Digital Waveguide Modeling taken from [6] 

By discretizing time and space, the traveling wave solution to the 1-D wave equation for either 
flow or pressure can be implemented digitally with a bi-directional pair of delay lines.  Such a structure is 
called a digital waveguide.

The point of intersection of n digital waveguides is called a scattering junction or node. Using 
scattering junctions, multi-dimensional digital waveguide meshes can be constructed.  In this paper, 
superscripted + and – denote wave components traveling respectively to and from a junction. 

Assuming lossless transmission (i.e. neglecting energy absorption by the propagation medium), 
the sound pressure (p) at a scattering junction can be expressed as a function of incoming sound pressure 
traveling waves )( +

ip :

∑

∑

=

=

+

= n

i
i

n

i
ii

Z

Zp
p

1

1

1

2

where Zi is the acoustic impedance along each line of propagation. 
The sound pressures )( −+ += iii ppp in all crossing waveguides are equal at the junction: 
 

pppp n ==== K21

In a regular mesh, all waveguide segments between nodes have the same length, being called delay units.
Wave components take one time step T to travel the distance through a delay unit from a node i to the 
opposite one i,opp:

NnTnpnTp oppii ∈−= −+ (])1[(][ ,

digital waveguides. Higher-dimensional models, known as waveguide meshes, can be formed by 
digital waveguides interconnected in regular arrangements. 

The application of two-dimensional models to the simulation of acoustic membranes and 
percussion instruments has been particularly successful.  Very rich and natural-sounding timbres can be 
obtained.  This adds to the idea that 3D meshes have the potential to provide accurate room simulation. 
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The main handicap of the model, common to any FDTD method, is dispersion error. This means 
that wave propagation speed is variable with frequency and direction of propagation.  Higher-frequency 
components generally lag behind, causing direction-dependent signal distortion. 

This error, as well as those caused by finite spatial resolution in the representation of boundaries, 
can be reduced by increasing the mesh density, but at the expense of computation time. 

Several 2D mesh topolities have been studied, particularly rectilinear, hexagonal and triangular,
the aim being to find the best compromise between dispersion error, computation speed and ease of 
implementation. 

Similar efforts are being applied to the 3D case.  This paper explores the tetrahedral structure 
proposed by the originators of the waveguide-mesh modeling technique.  They show that tetrahedral 
models compute a valid finite difference approximation to the 3D wave equation and point out several 
potential advantages which could lead to practical application in room acoustic simulation. 

 
The Tetrahedral Model Algorithm (taken from [6]) 

 
Each tetrahedral mesh node is represented by 10 fields, as detailed in Fig. 23.  Eight of them 

implement bi-directional communication ports with the 4 neighboring nodes. 
 

Field Symbol Data Type 

Node pressure (air nodes)/ 
Reflection factor (boundary nodes) p/α 4-byte float 

Propagation axis 1 Output port +
1p 4-byte float 

Input port −
1p 4-byte float 

Propagation axis 2 Output port +
2p 4-byte float 

Input port −
2p 4-byte float 

Propagation axis 3 Output port +
3p 4-byte float 

Input port −
3p 4-byte float 

Propagation axis 4 Output port +
4p 4-byte float 

Input port −
4p 4-byte float 

Configuration node_config char 

Fig. 23 
Node Structure 

 
As in the 3D rectilinear model, nodes can be configured (node_config) as air nodes or boundary 

nodes. The field that holds the wave variable p in the former case, is used to store the reflection factor α of 
the corresponding surface in the latter.  Air nodes can be assigned special functions, namely mesh 
excitation (modeling sound sources) and output (modeling sound receivers).  This allows the acoustic 
characteristics of any room with various surface coverings and different source and receiver locations to be 
modeled. 

The modeling algorithm is the iterative two-pass computation for lossless propagation applied 
before to the 3D rectilinear topology. 

The scattering pass calculations for boundary nodes remain exactly the same, but for air nodes 
equations 1 and 2 yield: 

 

( )++++ +++= 43212
1 ppppp
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The delay pass implements equation 3 for every delay unit in the mesh.  Data transfer is more 
complex than in the rectilinear mesh, because of the eight different node positions in a unit cell.  Fig. 24 
identifies the neighbors corresponding to each position. 

 
Nodes in cell (i, j, k) 

A B C D E F G H

i, j, k B A/E/D/C F/B G/B H/B C D E 

i, j, k-1     F/G    

i, j, k+1      E E  

i, j-1, k    F/H     

i, j+1, k      D  D 

i-1, j, k   G/H      

i+1, j, k       C C 

i, j-1, k-1 F        

i-1, j, k-1 G        

i-1, j-1, k H        

i, j+1, k+1      A   

i+1, j, k+1       A  

i+1, j+1, k        A 

Fig. 24 
Map of Node Interconnections 

 
There are links not only to the 6 unit cells with faces adjacent to it (as was the case in the 

rectilinear model) but also to 6 other ones positioned “diagonally” i.e. sharing only one edge with it, as Fig. 
25 illustrates. 

 

i,j+1,k+1
(front/up)

i+1,j,k+1
(right/up)

i+1,j+1,k
(right/front)

i-1,j,k-1
(left/down)

i-1,j-1,k
(left/back)

i,j-1,k-1
(back/down)

i,j,k

 

Fig. 25 
Relative position of the six neighboring unit cells exchanging data 

 with a generic unit cell (i, j, k), through a common edge 
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